Emiljan Gega

- I will ensure that the representative process is effective in communicating the student voice
  - I will lobby to decrease the number of representatives, and ensure that regular meetings with students are conducted by them to address any concerns students may have about university life
- I will ensure that students can bypass pre-established structures and raise their issues with the student representatives directly via constantly monitored social media and meetings
  - What is the point in claiming we are working for students when students don’t have much say or do not feel motivated to get in touch with us?
- I will ensure that the most important topics are discussed
  - There seems little incentive to be discussing installation of Dyson hand-dryers in the various libraries bathrooms (which seems like a good idea, by the way) if students are being hit with new regulation to limit their contact hours with academics...
- I will ensure that there is decorum and critical debate with lateral yet simple solutions to issues that will be identified
  - If we identify a representative hasn’t done his research on the topics for discussion, hasn’t consulted his fellow students on their views and is only there to fill a seat, then they are not grown up to have a seat at that table
- I will promote the KCLSU legislator and its functions and ensure there is much more enthusiasm for this institution, and less antipathy
  - We should first aim to remove the title of “glorified student council”... then we should ensure that people are aware of the goings on of debates, and market them widely so people can decide on our impact on their lives

Below is a picture of me dancing like a gran while I was very drunk (it’s a healthy problem of mine). Give us a vote! Or a secondary vote because that system TOTALLY makes sense.